We consider a spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ distorted diamond chain with the XYZ interaction between the interstitial Heisenberg dimers, the nearest-neighbor Ising coupling between the nodal and interstitial spins, respectively, and the second-neighbor Ising coupling between the nodal spins. The ground-state phase diagram of the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ distorted diamond chain exhibits several intriguing phases due to the XY anisotropy and the second-neighbor interaction, whereas the model can be exactly solved using the transfer-matrix technique. The quantum entanglement within the Heisenberg spin dimers is studied through a bipartite measure concurrence, which is calculated from a relevant reduced density operator. The concurrence may either show a standard thermal dependence with a monotonous decline with increasing temperature or a more peculiar thermal dependence accompanied with reentrant behavior of the concurrence. It is conjectured that the bipartite entanglement between the interstitial Heisenberg spin pairs in the natural mineral azurite is quite insensitive to the applied magnetic field and it persists up to approximately 30 Kelvins.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few decades, quantum properties of lowdimensional spin systems are one of topical issues of modern condensed matter physics [1] . In this research field many attempts have been dedicated first of all to a qualitative and quantitative characterization of quantum entanglement in solid-state magnetic materials, which provide a potential physical resource for quantum computation, quantum cryptography and quantum communication [2] . From this perspective, the quantum entanglement has been particularly studied within the Heisenberg spin chains [3] , because they belong to the simplest exactly tractable quantum spin systems with a non-trivial entanglement between constituent spins.
Curiously, magnetic properties of several insulating magnetic materials can be satisfactorily described by one-dimensional quantum Heisenberg spin models. For instance, it is quite interesting to consider the spin-1/2 quantum Heisenberg model on a distorted diamond chain, since this model captures properties of real magnetic materials such as Cu 3 (CO 3 ) 2 (OH) 2 known as the natural mineral azurite [4] . The outcomes of experimental measurements on the azurite were testified by solving the relevant quantum Heisenberg model through several complementary approaches [5] . It is noteworthy that Honecker et al. [6] has brought a deeper insight into magnetic properties of the azurite when calculating thermodynamic and dynamic properties of the spin-1/2 Heisenberg model on a distorted diamond chain by adapting of powerful numerical methods. On the other hand, magnetic properties and thermodynamics of the simplified Ising-Heisenberg diamond chains were widely discussed on the grounds of rigorous analytical calculations [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Recently, a considerable attention has been therefore paid to the Ising-Heisenberg diamond chains. Although these theoretical models are subject to a substantial simplification of the physical reality, the exactly solvable Ising-Heisenberg spin chains surprisingly provide a reasonable quantitative description of the magnetic behavior associated with the real spin-chain materials. The thermal entanglement in some exactly solvable IsingHeisenberg diamond chains was investigated in Refs. [11, 12] . Later, the fermionic entanglement measures were calculated for the hybrid diamond chain composed of the localized Ising spins and mobile electrons [13] . Inspired by these works, the quantum teleportation of two qubits for an arbitrary pure entangled state via two independent Ising-XXZ diamond chains considered as a quantum channel has been investigated in Ref. [14] . The quantities such as the output entanglement, fidelity and average fidelity of teleportation were studied by assuming the system in thermal equilibrium [14] . Very recently, the finite-temperature scaling of trace distance discord near criticality of the Ising-XXZ diamond chain was also examined in detail [15] .
The generalized spin-1/2 Ising-Heisenberg diamond chain has been discussed by Lisnyi et al. in Ref. [16] , where they demonstrated that the second-neighbor interaction between the nodal spins is responsible for emergence of intermediate plateaux in low-temperature magnetization curves. A similar model also has been considered by Faizi and Eftekhari [17] , where the concurrence, 1-norm geometric quantum discord and quantum discord of the diamond chain were compared. Later, the spin-1 Ising-Heisenberg diamond chain with the secondneighbor interaction between nodal spins has been discussed in Ref. [18] , which evidences existence of three novel quantum ground states with a translationally broken symmetry though the total number of plateaux in a zero-temperature magnetization remains the same.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ distorted diamond chain with the second-neighbor interaction between the nodal spins along with a brief discussion of the zero-temperature phase diagram. In Sec. III, we obtain the exact solution of the model via the transfer-matrix approach, which allows a straightforward calculation of the reduced density operator. In Sec. IV, we discuss the thermal entanglement of the investigated model such as the concurrence and the threshold temperature. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Sec. V.
II. ISING-XYZ DIAMOND CHAIN
In this work, we will consider the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ distorted diamond chain with the second-neighbor interaction between nodal spins as schematically depicted in Fig.1 . The investigated spin system is composed of the Ising spins σ i located at the nodal lattice sites and the Heisenberg spin pairs S a,i and S b,i located at each couple of the interstitial sites (see Fig.1 ). The total Hamiltonian of the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ distorted diamond chain can be written as a sum of block Hamiltonians
whereas the i-th block Hamiltonian can be defined as
Here, the coupling constants J, γ and J z denote the XY Z interaction within the interstitial Heisenberg dimers, the coupling constants J 1 and J 2 correspond to the nearestneighbor Ising interaction between the nodal and interstitial spins, while the coupling constant J 0 represents the second-neighbor Ising interaction between the nodal spins. Finally, the parameter h = gµ B B incorporates the effect of external magnetic field B applied along the z-axis, g is the respective gyromagnetic ratio and µ B is Bohr magneton. After a straightforward calculation one can obtain the eigenvalues of the block Hamiltonian (2)
with
The corresponding eigenvectors of the cell Hamiltonian (2) in the standard dimer basis {| ↑↑ i , | ↑↓ i , | ↓↑ i , | ↓↓ i } are given respectively by
where the probability amplitudes φ i and ϕ i are expressed through the mixing angle
with 0 φ i 2π and
with 0 ϕ i 2π. Obviously, the mixing angles φ i and ϕ i depend according to Eqs. (11) and (12) on the nodal Ising spins σ i and σ i+1 quite similarly as the corresponding eigenenergies ε ij given by Eqs. (3) and (4) do.
A. Zero-temperature phase diagram Now, let us discuss the ground-state phase diagram of the spin-1/2 Ising-XY Z diamond chain with the secondneighbor interaction between the nodal spins. In Fig.2 , we display the zero-temperature phase diagram in the plane J 2 /J-J 0 /J by assuming the fixed values of the coupling constants J 1 /J = 1, J z /J = 1 and γ = 0.5. At zero magnetic field one detects just three different ground states (Fig.2a) • The quantum antiferromagnetic phase QAF with the antiferromagnetic alignment of the nodal Ising spins and the quantum entanglement of two antiferromagnetic states of the Heisenberg dimers
whereas the corresponding ground-state energy per block is given by
• The quantum ferromagnetic phases QF O 1 and QF O 2 with the classical ferromagnetic alignment of the nodal Ising spins and the quantum entanglement of two ferromagnetic states of the interstitial Heisenberg dimers
whereas the corresponding ground-state energy per block are given by
Note that the eigenstates QF O 1 and QF O 2 have the same energy at zero magnetic field and hence, this two-fold degenerate ground-state manifold is simply referred to as the QF O state in the zerofield limit.
• The quantum monomer-dimer phase (QM D) with the classical ferromagnetic alignment of the nodal Ising spins and the fully entangled singlet state of the interstitial Heisenberg dimers
whereas its ground-state energy per block is
The QM D phase is wedged in the QF O phase within the interval
, while the phase boundary between the QM D and QAF phases is given by
Similarly, the phase boundary between the QAF and QF O phases is given by
On the other hand, the ground-state phase diagram in the plane J 2 /J-J 0 /J shown in Fig.2b for the fixed value of the magnetic field h/J = 1 additionally exhibits one more extra phase, which has character of the modulated antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic phase AF F . More specifically, the AF F ground state refers to the classical antiferromagnetic alignment of the nodal Ising spins accompanied with the quantum entanglement of two ferromagnetic states of the interstitial Heisenberg dimers whereas the relevant ground-state energy per block reads
The AF F phase is wedged in the QAF ground state within the interval 1 −
17 − 4 √ 17, whereas the QM D phase is wedged in between the QF O 1 and QF O 2 ground states within the
It is worthwhile to recall that the two-fold degenerate ground-state manifold QF O splits into two separate phases QF O 1 and QF O 2 given by the eigenvectors (15) and (16), respectively, when the external magnetic field is turned on.
It has been demonstrated previously that the experimental data reported on the natural mineral azurite Cu 3 (CO 3 ) 2 (OH) 2 [5, 6] can be satisfactorily described by the spin-1/2 Heisenberg distorted diamond chain when assuming the following values of the coupling constants
06. To gain an insight into the magnetic behavior of the azurite Cu 3 (CO 3 ) 2 (OH) 2 , we have therefore plotted in Fig.3 the ground-state phase diagram of the simplified spin-1/2 Ising-Heisenberg diamond chain in the J 0 /k B − B plane. The dotted line shown for the particular value J 0 /k B = 4.6 K of the second-neighbor interaction between the nodal spins corresponds to the same set of the coupling constants as being reported for the azurite [5, 6] . According to this plot, we have obtained two particular cases of the formerly described quantum ground states, namely, the saturated paramagnetic phase SP A with a perfect ferromagnetic alignment of all Ising as well as Heisenberg spins
which is retrieved from the QF O 1 phase (15) in the particular limit φ = π. Similarly, the classical ferrimagnetic phase F RI with the antiferromagnetic alignment of the nodal Ising spins and the classical ferromagnetic alignment of the interstitial Heisenberg spins is retrieved from the modulated AF F phase in the special limiting case φ = π
The 
III. PARTITION FUNCTION AND DENSITY OPERATOR
In order to study thermal and magnetic properties of the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ diamond chain we first need to obtain the partition function. As mentioned earlier [19] [20] [21] , the partition function of the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ diamond chain can be exactly calculated through a decoration-iteration transformation and transfer-matrix approach. However, here we will summarize crucial steps of an alternative approach that allows a straightforward calculation of the reduced density operator
where β = 1/(k B T ), k B is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature and H i (σ i , σ i+1 ) corresponds to the ith-block Hamiltonian (2) depending on two nodal Ising spins σ i and σ i+1 .
Alternatively, the density operator (24) can be written in terms of the eigenvalues (3) and eigenvectors (4) of the cell Hamiltonian
By tracing out degrees of freedom of the ith Heisenberg dimer one straightforwardly obtains the Boltzmann factor
(26) The partition function of the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ diamond chain can be subsequently rewritten in terms of the associated Boltzmann's weights
Using the transfer-matrix approach, we can express the partition function of the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ diamond chain as Z N = tr W N , where the transfer matrix is defined as
For further convenience, the transfer-matrix elements are denoted as w ++ ≡ w( 
where ν σiσi+1 andν σiσi+1 follow from Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively. After performing the diagonalization of the transfer matrix (28) one gets two eigenvalues
(30) and hence, the partition function of the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ distorted diamond chain under periodic boundary conditions is given by
In the thermodynamic limit N → ∞, the free energy per unit cell is solely determined by the largest transfermatrix eigenvalue
which is explicitly given by Eqs. (29) and (30).
A. Reduced density operator in a matrix form
To find the matrix representation of the reduced density operator depending on two nodal Ising spins σ i and σ i+1 one may follow the procedure elaborated in Ref. [22] . Thus, the matrix representation of the reduced density operator in the natural basis of the Heisenberg dimer reads
where the individual matrix elements are given by
. (34) Notice that the eigenvalues ε ij are given by Eqs. (3) and (4), whereas the mixing angles φ i and ϕ i depending on the nodal Ising spins σ i and σ i+1 are determined by Eqs. (11) and (12), respectively.
Next, the thermal average can be carried out for all except one Heisenberg dimer in order to construct the averaged reduced density operator [22] . For this purpose, we will trace out degrees of freedom of all interstitial Heisenberg dimers and nodal Ising spins except those from the ith block (unit cell) of a diamond chain. The transfermatrix approach implies the following explicit expression for the partially averaged reduced density operator
which can be alternatively rewritten as
where
In the thermodynamic limit (N → ∞) the individual matrix elements of the partially averaged reduced density operator can be obtained after straightforward albeit cumbersome algebraic calculation
All the elements of the reduced density operator are consequently given by Eq. (38), so the thermally averaged reduced density operator can be expressed as follows
It is worth noticing that the reduced density operator (39) was already obtained in Ref. [22] . Alternatively, one can use the free energy given by eq. (32) to obtain the elements of the reduced density operator (39) as a derivative with respect to the Hamiltonian parameters, such as discussed in Refs. [23] .
IV. THERMAL ENTANGLEMENT
Quantum entanglement is a peculiar type of correlation, which only emerges in quantum systems. The bipartite entanglement reflects nonlocal correlations between a pair of particles, which persist even if they are far away from each other. To measure the bipartite entanglement within the interstitial Heisenberg dimers in the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ diamond chain we will exploit the quantity concurrence proposed by Wooters et al. [24, 25] . The concurrence can be defined through the matrix R
which is constructed from the partially averaged reduced density operator given by Eq. (39) with ρ * i being the complex conjugate of matrix ρ i . After that, the concurrence of the interstitial Heisenberg dimer can be obtained from the eigenvalues of a positive Hermitian matrix R defined by Eq. (40) from
where the individual eigenvalues are sorted in descending order λ 1 λ 2 λ 3 λ 4 . It can be shown that Eq. (41) can be reduced to the condition
which depends on the matrix elements of the averaged reduced density operator given by Eq. (38).
A. Concurrence
The concurrence as a measure of the bipartite entanglement can be studied according to Eq. (42) as a function of the coupling constants, external magnetic field and temperature. In Fig.4 we depict the density plot of the concurrence C as a function of J 0 /J and J 2 /J for a fixed value of J 1 /J = 1, J z /J = 1, γ = 0.5 and k B T /J = 0. Black color corresponds to a maximum entanglement of the interstitial Heisenberg dimers (C = 1), while white color stands for a disentangled character of the interstitial Heisenberg dimers (C = 0). Gray color implies a partial bipartite entanglement of the interstitial Heisenberg dimers (0 < C < 1). In Fig.4a we display the concurrence C by assuming zero magnetic field h/J = 0 (c.f. with the ground-state phase diagram shown in Fig.2a ). In the QAF phase one observes the maximal entanglement of the interstitial Heisenberg spins just around J 2 /J = 1, while the concurrence C decreases within the QAF phase for any other J 2 /J. Moreover, one can see that the concurrence indicates a full bipartite entanglement within the QM D phase in contrast with a relatively weak partial entanglement of the QF O phase.
The density plot of the concurrence C is illustrated in Fig.4b as a function of J 0 /J and J 2 /J by considering a non-zero magnetic field h/J = 1 (c.f. with the ground-state phase diagram shown in Fig.2b) . Here, we can observe presence of the AF F phase with a weak concurrence C 0.2, which arises on account of non-zero external magnetic field. Similarly, a small but non-zero concurrence can be detected within the QF O 1 and QF O 2 phases, which display just a weak entanglement of the interstitial Heisenberg spins. By contrast, the concurrence C ≈ 1 implies a very strong entanglement between the interstitial Heisenberg spins within the QM D phase.
Furthermore, the concurrence is depicted in same phases. However, the concurrence then suddenly drops down to C 0.106 for J 2 /J 1.667 due a zerotemperature phase transition from the highly entangled QAF phase to the weakly entangled QF O 2 phase. The behavior of the concurrence for J 0 /J = 1 (solid line) is very similar to the previous cases J 0 /J = 2 (dot-dashed line) and J 0 /J = 1.5 (dashed line) until J 2 /J = 1 is reached. The concurrence then shows a sudden drop at J 2 /J = 1 due to a zero-temperature phase transition from the AF F phase to the QF O 2 phase, where the concurrence monotonically decreases from C ≈ 0.123 as the ratio J 2 /J further strengthens.
In Fig.5b the concurrence at first steadily increases for J 0 /J = −2 (solid line) within the parameter region corresponding to the QF O 1 phase. The quantum phase transition between the QF O 1 and QM D phases is accompanied with an abrupt stepwise change of the concurrence from C ≈ 0.25 up to its highest possible value C = 1, which is kept within the parameter region belonging to the QM D phase −0.944 J 2 /J 0.956. The concurrence then suddenly decreases at the groundstate boundary between the QM D and QF O 2 phases at J 2 /J ≈ 0.956 down to C ≈ 0.125 and from this point it shows a gradual monotonous decline upon further increase of the ratio J 2 /J. Analogously, another particular case for J 0 /J = −0.15 (dashed line) also exhibits a gradual increase of the concurrence within the phase QF O 1 until C ≈ 0.2034 is reached at J 2 /J ≈ −1.378. However, the concurrence then suddenly increases to C ≈ 0.388 at To gain an insight into the effect of temperature, the concurrence C is displayed in Fig.5c as a function of J 2 /J by assuming small but non-zero temperature k B T /J = 0.01 for the same set of parameters as used in Fig.5a . It is quite obvious from a comparison of Figs. 5a and c that the concurrence shows a pronounced changes upon small variation of temperature just within the AF F phase, while it is almost unaffected by small temperature fluctuations in all the other phases. The similar plot illuminating small temperature effect upon the concurrence is illustrated in Fig.5d for the same set of parameters as used in Fig.5b . As one can see, the concurrence is quite sensitive to small temperature changes just if the interaction ratio J 0 /J is selected sufficiently close to the ground-state phase boundary between the QF O 1 and QAF phases, whereas it is quite robust with respect to small temperature fluctuations in the rest of parameter space.
A few typical thermal variations of the concurrence are plotted in Fig.6a for the fixed values of the coupling constants J 1 /J = 1, J z /J = 1, J 0 /J = −1, h/J = 1, γ = 0.5 and several values of the interaction ratio J 2 /J. It can be seen from this figure that the concurrence for J 2 /J = 0 monotonically decreases from its maximum value C = 1 upon rising temperature until it completely vanishes at the threshold temperature T th /J ≈ 0.857. This standard thermal dependence of the concurrence appears whenever the selected coupling constants drive the investigated system towards the QM D ground state with a full entanglement of the interstitial Heisenberg dimers. On the other hand, Fig.6a also illustrates several more striking temperature dependences of the concurrence serving as a measure of the bipartite entanglement. For instance, the concurrence for J 2 /J = 1.05 diminishes from much lower initial value C ≈ 0.122 upon increasing temperature in agreement with a weaker entanglement of the QF O 2 phase. The concurrence disappears at first threshold temperature k B T 1 /J ≈ 0.25, then it reappears at slightly higher second threshold temperature until it definitely vanishes at third threshold temperature k B T 3 /J ≈ 0.68. The reentrance of the bipartite entanglement at higher temperatures can be attributed to a thermal activation of the QM D phase. A similar thermal reentrance of the concurrence can be also detected for J 2 /J = −2.0 and −3.0, but the entangled region at low temperatures now corresponds to the QF O 1 phase rather than to the QF O 2 phase.
To get an overall insight we have displayed in In the following we will study the concurrence C of the spin-1/2 Ising-Heisenberg diamond chain adapted by fixing the coupling constants J/k B = J z /k B = 33 K, and g = 2.06 in order to describe the bipartite entanglement of the natural mineral azurite Cu 3 (CO 3 ) 2 (OH) 2 . Thermal variations of the concurrence C are plotted in Fig.7a for several values of the magnetic field B. If the magnetic field is selected below the saturation value B < B s ≈ 32 T, then, the concurrence monotonically decreases with increasing temperature until it completely vanishes at the threshold temperature T th ≈ 30 K. Moreover, it can be observed from Fig.7a that the closer the magnetic field to its saturation field is, the steeper the decline of the concurrence is. On the other hand, the thermal behavior of the concurrence fundamentally changes when the magnetic field exceeds the saturation value B > B s . Under this condition, the concurrence is at first zero at low enough temperatures due to a classical character of the SPA phase, then it becomes non-zero at a lower threshold temperature and finally disappears at the upper threshold temperature T th ≈ 30 K. It is noteworthy that the lower threshold temperature monotonically increases as the magnetic field is lifted from its saturation value (see the bottom part of Fig.7b ). On the other hand, it is quite surprising that the upper threshold temperature exhibits only a weak dependence on the magnetic field within the range of accessible magnetic fields (see the upper part of Fig.7b ). It could be thus concluded that the azurite Cu 3 (CO 3 ) 2 (OH) 2 remains thermally entangled below the threshold temperature T th ≈ 30 K regardless of the applied magnetic field.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The present article is devoted to the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ distorted diamond chain accounting for the nearestneighbor XYZ coupling between the interstitial spins, the nearest-neighbor Ising coupling between the nodal and interstitial spins, as well as, the second-neighbor Ising interaction between the nodal spins. Magnetic and thermodynamic properties of the model under investigation have been exactly calculated using the transfer-matrix technique. Besides the quantum antiferromagnetic phase QAF and the quantum monomer-dimer phase QMD, the ground-state phase diagram of the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ distorted diamond chain may involve due to the XY anisotropy two unprecedented quantum ferromagnetic phases QF O 1 and QF O 2 , as well as, the modulated antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic phase AF F . In particular, our attention has been paid to a rigorous analysis of the quantum entanglement of the interstitial Heisenberg dimers at zero as well as non-zero temperatures through the concurrence serving as a measure of the bipartite entanglement. It has been demonstrated that the concurrence may exhibit either standard thermal dependence with a monotonous decline with increasing temperature or a more peculiar non-monotonous thermal dependence with a reentrant rise and fall of the concurrence (thermal entanglement). In addition, it is conjectured that the bipartite entanglement between the interstitial Heisenberg dimers in the natural mineral azurite Cu 3 (CO 3 ) 2 (OH) 2 is quite insensitive to the applied magnetic field and it persists up to approximately 30 Kelvins.
